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BRAND NEW, The Old Testament as Literature, Tod Linafelt, The
Hebrew Bible, or Christian Old Testament, contains some of the
finest literature that we have. This biblical literature has a place
not only in the synagogue or the church but also among the
classics of world literature. The stories of Jacob and David, for
instance, present the earliest surviving examples of literary
characters whose development the reader follows over the
length of a lifetime. Elsewhere, as in the books of Esther or Ruth,
readers find a snapshot of a particular, fraught moment that
will define the character. The Hebrew Bible also provides quite a
few high points of lyric poetry, from the praise and lament of the
Psalms to the double entendres in the love of poetry of the Song
of Songs. In short, the Bible can be celebrated not only as
religious literature but, quite simply, as literature. This book
offers a thorough and lively introduction to the Bible's two
primary literary modes, narrative and poetry, foregrounding the
nuances of plot, character, metaphor, structure and design, and
intertextual allusions. Tod Linafelt thus gives readers the tools to
fully experience and appreciate the...
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This ebook is definitely not straightforward to start on looking at but really enjoyable to learn. It usually will not charge
excessive. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- K a r ia nne Deckow-- K a r ia nne Deckow

This is an awesome publication which i have actually read. This is certainly for all who statte that there was not a well
worth reading through. Its been designed in an extremely straightforward way and it is merely a er i finished reading
this ebook in which actually changed me, affect the way in my opinion.
-- Ma r ques Pa g a c-- Ma r ques Pa g a c
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